Issue nine
Original leader of Pediga
children’s future. I am exUK and well known
military and have travelled
supporter of various
patriotic groups Tim Scott the world working and as a
announced today that he has volunteer to help others and
joined the New British Union fully understand other
and embraced British Fascism.cultures and ways of life but
all that being said I truly
Tim will be acting as NBU
recruitment Officer as well as believe we deserve our way
helping out with security and of life and our culture along
with our fantastic history to
training.
be promoted back into our
life’s.

The NBU gives the working
class a chance again in a
patriotic movement more
I smart and more to the point,
and for me I fully understand
there is a problem with the
likes of Islam I have for years
also understood the elite use
this for self-gain and as a tool
and in return the working
class stay quiet and out the
way as such like a side track
We have been brainwashed at the same time the rich get
and walked into a liberal neo- richer and the poor get
communist state of self-hate poorer and by any humanbeing standard’s this is not a
and disrespect towards
anyone who is proud of our good future for the working
class people of the UK.
country, I find this very

dangerous for our future as a My conclusion is, and as I
country and more importantly have done for a long time, is
for our children’s future. The to support the NBU in any
liberal elite like to keep us
future activities they carry out
busy with political correctness and I ask anyone who is
and other communist
sceptical of British Fascism to
Tim's statement;
methods all renamed with
research outside of main
stream media and look into it
I have come to the conclusion modern terms to keep us
patriots
at
bay.
I
myself
have
with an open mind and also
that the NBU is the way
ask yourself why the elite fear
forward for unity and our way faced discrimination and
British fascism and you will
of life. My self being against violence for years for my
patriotic
views
and
for
being
a
find the answer is simple
the class system and the
political elite I find the NBU veteran of this great country I British fascism is for the
will not let our light burn out people not the political elite.
has the right path and a
concrete structure of which we hold something the elite I fully support Gary Raikes
too carry out our vision of a do not have and it’s a
and the team in a well
common
love
and
respect
for
safe and prosperous country
disciplined and professional
our
country
and
way
of
life.
for our future and our
movement for the people of
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cultivation of British
this country, and it is a
my idol I'm straight to the
patriotism has been
natural step for a veteran like point and down to earth. I
myself to progress to. I would have great people skills I also discouraged by the political
elite, its expression sneered
ask anyone who has followed am not afraid to speak my
me to read the NBU website mind I can convince people to at, and in many cases
fully and understand the
listen to what I am saying I forbidden in the nations
schools. Britain has
history of British Fascism. The believe a fascist state in
deliberately sunk herself in
NBU membership is free and Britain is the best and only
for me this is leading by
option to make Britain great her own esteem, in her own
pride. This criminal selfexample and it shows this
again and I will take great
effacement is at the root of
movement is for the true
honour in helping the NBU
the peril of Britain during this
hard-working people of this with any and all needs."
uncertain time. The traitors
country who suffer at the
who gamble for their own
hands of the elite.
hand in politics who put the
Tim Scott
outwarn cry of party before
the warcry of Country have
much to answer for.
We are happy to
announce the
Gary Raikes
appointment of our new
NBU Youth Officer, Logan
Mills

The political elite have
misruled Britain for decades
with their limited vision and
sordid aspirations, they are
doggedly opposed to any
proposition to change the
present state of affairs. The
salvation of wrecked political
theories loom far more
important in their darkened
minds than the salvation, by
hook or crook, of Great
logan is already being sent
Britain.
contact details of under 18
Our more than damnable
years old interested in the
governments have done
movement and told us earlier;
everything in their power to
"I am 16 years of age I live in
crush in British hearts the
Scotland, Oswald Mosley is
national spirit of Britain. The
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REPORT FROM OUR
2015, the migrant crisis gotwill be built because it’s
MAN IN HUNGARY In
stronger and things got out of consistent with the rules.
hand. The Hungarians are
Today our society is already
afraid; they never saw
It’s precisely at this moment,
trapped. It feels an old feeling
anything like this. Each time facing the massive and violent
in its guts, coming back in
such a huge group of
criticisms and attacks from
another form: fear. A new,
strangers has come to the
our new partners that we
modern, and progressive fear,
country, it ended in a proper, realised, not without disgust
a fear that we will lose the
armed invasion and in a
and fright, that their
shoddy comfort offered by the
bloodbath. They put their
hypocrisy is the same as our
system. This new fear
trust in their Prime Minister former occupiers’. Again,
appears to be much stronger
and support his government’s something is being said and
than the old-fashioned fear of
decision to build a wall. It’s something else is being done.
a more concrete punishment.
nothing more or less than
Like our political class, we’re
strict respect for our country’s too trapped by this same fear
In 2004, we were accepted
responsibilities that were
of losing the few advantages
into the trendiest club of the
signed a decade ago. It has that appear to be vital to
moment, the European Union.
become a real topic. There is escape the system.
To get in, we had to make a
debate, suspicion, and
lot of effort: we had to
Sachant Ostrovski.
change our laws, traffic signs,
accusations of demagogy, of
and adapt to and accept new
populism. The Prime Minister
rules. Amongst those rules,
is both attacked and
we had to protect the club’s
defended. We claim that the
borders, since we were the
wall is necessary. Whatever, it
outermost country in it.
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throwing blame on other
nationalist party , and a right
nationalists for election failure wing party , but it also has a
and hoarding their own little strong socialist foundation but
bit of identity while the
with a twist . That socialist
government and the far left foundation is implicit , you
grind down each nationalist must contribute as well as
party that dares to lift it's head take , and you start by taking
above the parapet . Here in responsibility for yourself and
Scotland the entire nation is your actions (or inactions) .
socialist and at present
The idea that some
governed from Holyrood by a government entity will take
combination of SNP and
care of you from the cradle to
Greens , it's hard to imagine the grave , that "free" medical
anyone could vote for either , care entitles you to abuse the
let alone garner enough votes system and your body , that
to get either into Holyrood . dumbing down the education
Nichola Sturgeon is on her
system gives a more even
never ending mission to break playing field to make
up the UK and using any and everyone a winner , that
every excuse possible to
hurting someone's feelings is
have indiref after indiref until more important than the
Hail Comrades , My name is she gets her way and justifies truth , this is a smokescreen
Richard and I have been with Alex Salmonds trust in her . put up by the mainstream
The Greens are a basket
parties to buy votes and gain
the NBU since it's earliest
days . I have been a follower case of far left ideology and access to the gravy train of
idiocy matched only by the
Westminster , Holyrood , and
of right wing politics since
LibDems and Socialist
Brussels . Cultural Marxism ,
later childhood but took an
Workers
.
I
honestly
and
political correctness , and
active interest after turning 50
white privilege are tools used
. I joined the BNP and stood deeply believe Scotland
deserves
better
,
the
UK
by the mainstream to force
as a candidate for 2 elections
deserves
better
.
All
the
the vast majority to comply
in Banff and Buchan , then for
without complaint to
highlands and Islands , was a mainstream parties have
spent
decades
lying
to
the
unacceptable changes to
member of Britain First briefly,
society to our very culture .
and presently am in the NBU . electorate , living a very
luxurious
lifestyle
on
our
Violent protests and marches
During my time with the BNP I
from the right only attract the
became very aware popular taxes , thieving from the
taxpayers
with
fraudulent
attention of far left thugs and
policies , good presentation ,
bad press , followed by police
and common sense have no expenses . displacing the
indigenous
peoples
of
the
and court actions . The only
place in mainstream politics ,
way forward is covertly , by all
that the ballot box is filled with nations of the UK with
virtually
unrestricted
means gather the support of
pre decided , even fraudulent
immigration
.
Brexit
,
long
other political parties if
votes , and that the majority
possible while keeping in
of voters have lost the idea overdue , is being hotly
contested
by
all
the
socialist
mind that putting your head
completely of what
parties with the exception of above the parapet is suicidal ,
democracy is and how it's
that growing in popularity also
meant to work . Today we see Labour , who are hoping to
regain some of their voter
attracts the attention of those
what is left of nationalism
base after years of ignoring who's interests lie in keeping
them . The NBU is indeed a the west on it's path of self

FEATURED OFFICER
RICHARD PAYNE
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destruction . Fascism has the Fascism, back in 1927 The
be deported unless they stop
answers to all the ills the west British Lion, the newspaper of stealing" [16th March].
now faces , but since the
The British Fascists, featured
second world war it gained an an article headed 'Is Fascism After following the woman
evil reputation that must be political?' This was one of
into Iceland they took the
overcome if any western
many such articles discussing purse from her handbag and
society hopes to maintain it's if Fascism should remain a
kept £40 of her money.
identity and seek salvation
movement or become a
One of the Bulgarians had
from the global banking and
political party. Later Mosley's three previous convictions for
global corporatism that seeks
BUF also concentrated on
thieving from a person and
to turn every single one of us
into mindless drones serving building a movement before the other one had been
cautioned for a similar
only the faceless elite . Make contesting Parliament
offence.
no mistake radical Islam , far elections.
Both
movements
had
They are obviously not
left socialism , loss of morality
, loss of religion and cultural members elected at council working as one of them said
she needed the money for
Marxism are only the obvious level, these at first were
elected
as
'Independents',
food. Believe it or not, they
symptoms of the disease that
later the BUF had candidates were both on bail at the time
is killing western society
elected as Blackshirts. NBU for trying to steal a purse
Richard Payne
has one member elected as from an old person in the
NBU Scotland
an independent who is
north of England.
working to bring our ideas
What did the judge decide?
Fighting elections you can into the mainstream. This has He gave them a 12-month
not win is a waste of your been done away from the
prison sentence, suspended
members time, effort and spotlight, or indeed the
for two years, 20 days'
money. Only
'search light', no fuss, no
rehabilitation activity and 120
disappointment,
marches, no demos, no
hours of unpaid work!
disalussionment and crashing confrontation. This is the
Very little for frightening the
morale await the old
quiet revolution, a covert
old lady so much that she
nationalist parties . Parties
operation getting the voice
cannot sleep and has
that have had 40 years to
offascism into positions of
nightmares when she does!
appeal to voters will once
authority across Britain.
Oh, and the judge said that if
again poll in double figures if
they did not behave they
lucky! All of them have
Bulgarian pickpockets
would be deported.
shrinking memberships, none should be in prison
Surely they should have been
of them appeal to the people,
imprisoned as a deterrent for
big fish in a shrinking pond England must be the laughing others and then sent back to
with a drought looming over stock of the world, especially Bulgaria once their sentence
the horizon. There is another amongst foreigners coming to was served.
way, a better way, the British live here, if not to work here
Fascist way! Disciplined,
too. The recent case of the Roll on the day when we can
dedicated, directed.
two Bulgarian women found really control our borders and
Put simply it is putting the
guilty of stealing from a 76- keep such lowlifes as these
aims of British Fascism to the year-old woman in Derby is a out.
people away from the political case in point. "Pick pockets to
party arena. This is not
Granville V Stone
anything new to British
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A Short History of
unity against class
the Blackshirts national
conflict; individual effort and

villages in East Anglia in
support of British agriculture
creative toil against high
and against the hated church
Adam MacGregor
finance. Central to the fascist tithe tax. Thousands flocked
philosophy was the need for a to hear the Fascist message
at giant meetings. Fifteen
On the 1st of October 1932, higher form of civilisation,
thirty two founder members built by a new type of man; thousand people attended an
indoor rally at Olympia in
of the British Union of Fascists the Greater Britain built by
the Blackshirt.
1934, which is best
donned the Blackshirt and
remembered for the
attended the inaugural
Communist-orchestrated
meeting of the BUF in Great
ACTION
George Street, London. There From its very foundation, the violence which the press
Sir Oswald Mosley, the Leader BUF was a movement of the blamed on the Blackshirts. At
a rally in Hyde Park three
of the new movement,
streets. BUF branches were months later, a crowd of
unfolded a black banner
formed all over the British
emblazoned with silver fasces Isles as thousands of people 100,000 listened to Mosley’s
call for Britain to awake to
– a motif symbolizing strengthheeded Mosley’s call for a
their destiny of greatness. In
through unity.
New World Order of politics. the first couple of years, BUF
Totally disillusioned with the British Union recaptured the membership soared to
old parties’ inability to deal
spirit of the trenches; the
70,000, with 400 active
with the economic and social spirit of comradeship and
branches. The British Union
problems which gripped the unity, with many World War initially received the support
country, he formed the short- veterans joining the
of press baron Lord
lived New Party. Vicious
movement. Night after night, Rothermere, owner of
physical attacks and smears throughout the country,
the Daily Mail and
launched by the Communists Blackshirts would stand on
the Evening News. On
and their fellow travellers
street corners selling their
January 8th, 1934,
quickly forced him to the
publications, or hold open-air the Mail carried the front
conclusion that a more radical meetings in the face of
page headline “Hurrah for the
and robust movement was
vicious Red intimidation. The Blackshirts!”
needed. In Fascism he found spirit of the BUF would take
the ideal which he could build them marching into areas of The spirit of the dynamic new
movement was summoned up
the Greater Britain.
Britain regarded by the
by their Leader in a speech to
Communists or Jewish
The driving force behind
eight thousand people in the
immigrants as their own.
British Fascism was that it
Albert Hall on a March
stood for values and policies Blackshirts of all ages and all evening in 1934:
walks of life stood shoulder to
directly opposed to the old
shoulder, united in their belief ‘Hold high the head of
order’s philosophy; for
in Mosley and the crusade for Britain, lift strong the
patriotism against
Britain reborn
voice of Empire. Let us to
Communism; order and
discipline against chaos and The message was taken all Europe and the World
proclaim that the heart of
anarchy; social justice against over the country, from the
this great people is
exploitation; Britain First
cotton in Lancashire in a
undaunted and invincible.
against internationalism;
campaign against cheap
This flag still challenges
foreign imports, to small
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The movement abstained
trouble, he agreed. Thus, in
from the 1935 general
spite of the Communist
election, although it ran a
mythology associated with
vigorous campaign around
the event, the alien-inspired
the slogan “Fascism Next
mob never had to face, let
Time.” The following year
alone fight with the tough
during the Abdication Crisis, and disciplined column of
the BUF mounted a “Stand by Blackshirts. Also conveniently
Such resurgent nationalism
the King” campaign in supportforgotten is the fact that East
rapidly attracted the virulent
of Edward VIII, who had not London units of the BUF
hostility of organised Jewry.
only displayed great
marched down Cable Street
By 1935 Lord Rothermere had
sympathy with the plight of the following weekend.
withdrawn his support due to
the unemployed but was also The BUF entered electoral
Jewish pressure and threats
a great personal friend of
politics in London in 1937,
to his advertising revenue. In
Mosley, and a supporter of his fighting six London County
the East End of London, the
ideas.
Council seats, where they
BUF began to campaign
averaged 19% of the vote.
This was particularly
impressive because only
householders were entitled to
vote in the LCC elections,
which ruled out the BUF’s
many younger supporters. An
even better result was the
victory of a British Union
candidate in the heart of rural
Suffolk. Emphasising the
BUF’s plans to revive
agriculture, Ronald Creasey
was elected to Eye District
Council.
the winds of destiny. This
flame still burns. This
glory shall not die. The
soul of Empire is alive,
and Britain again dares to
be great.’

against the problems caused
by the presence of 150,000
East European Jewish
immigrants in an area which
suffered from housing
shortages, high
unemployment and
widespread poverty. It was in
the East End that the BUF
developed a truly mass
following. Many East-Enders
saw Mosley as the saviour of
Britain.

The year 1936 also saw the
INTERNMENT
Battle of Cable Street, where
a huge mob of Jews and
As war clouds gathered again
Communists, brought from all over Europe, the BUF stepped
round the country, fought
up its campaign for British
with the police to prevent
non-intervention in any future
Mosley and his men from
conflict. On 16th July 1939, at
marching through the East
the world’s largest indoor
End. When the police asked meeting, 30,000 people
Mosley to cancel his parade in packed London’s Earl’s Court
order to prevent further
to hear Mosley demand that
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“Britons must fight for Britain While their Leader and
only.”
comrades rotted in
After Britain’s declaration of concentration camps, many
war on 1st September 1939, younger rank-and-file
Mosley ordered BUF members Blackshirts gave their lives in
to do nothing to injure their a war which they had striven
country or help any foreign to prevent. The first British
casualties of the entire war
power.
were two volunteer gunners,
Throughout the rest of the
George Brocking and Kenneth
year and early 1940, the BUF Day, who were killed in action
campaigned for a negotiated bombing the German fleet in
peace with Germany to end a the Keil Canal in the second
war which had nothing to do day of the war. Brocking,
with Britain and which, it was aged 22, has no known grave,
already obvious, would end while his 20 year old
with national bankruptcy if it Blackshirt comrade was
continued. The message fell buried with full military
on increasingly receptive ears. honours by the Luftwaffe.
confronted by the same Red
Then, on the evening of May Perhaps more ironic still was and Jewish violence and the
22nd 1940, the new coalition the treatment of several BUF same media lies which the
government introduced
members who volunteered to Blackshirts faced in the
Regulation 18b which
1930’s. As we carry on the
take their small pleasure
provided for the arrest of
struggle which they began,
boats to Dunkirk to help
dissidents without charge or evacuate the remnants of the we repeat the words of their
trial. The voice of the British British army following its
Leader to make the brave
Union of Fascists was finally defeat in France. Having
men who donned the
silenced. Mosley and over 750 saved dozens of soldiers on Blackshirt this promise:
of his “boys” were thrown
repeated crossings through
into prison cells previously
German bombing and gunfire, ‘To the dead heroes of
deemed as unfit for the worst they finally staggered
Britain, in sacred union,
criminals, and then into
exhausted onto dry land only we say: like you, we give
concentration camps at Ascot to be thrown into prison as
ourselves to Britain –
and on the Isle of Man. Many potential traitors.
across the ages that
were ex-servicemen who had
divide us, across the
already proved their loyalty to
OUR PROMISE
glories of Britain that
their country in the bloody
unite us – we gaze into
fields of Flanders. These men Today, nearly a lifetime after
your eyes and give this
were now imprisoned on the the birth of the BUF, the
holy vow: we will be true
orders of the Home Secretary young nationalists of a new
-Today, Tomorrow and
generation, on the same
Herbert Morrison, who had
Forever – Britain lives!’
streets those brave men
spent that conflict in the
walked, carry on the same
safety of an orchard as a
fight for a Greater Britain;
conscientious objector.
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It is odd that you should be
so concerned over your own
skin when you have been so
singularly uninterested in the
fate of better folk than
yourselves.

for the speculator to gamble
in the peoples vital supplies,
in order to make profits for
themselves. You have taught
us that it is wrong for the
destitute to steal in order to
live.

On going wars are merely
another field for your
Your creed is based on the
profiteering, for mouthing
survival of the slickest. It
sickening platitudes and
does not interest you that in
cheap lies, while better men the battle for supremacy a
than you were killing and
thousand men may be
being
killed
to
keep
you
in
exploited for the enrichment
Our politicians have done
of one. To you labour is just
everything in their power power, a vote catching
another commodity to be
to crush in British hearts chance, an opportunity to
wave
the
Union
Flag
in
order
bought in the cheapest
the national spirit of
to hide the three brass balls market and scrapped when it
Britain. The cultivation of
behind it.
comes to be profitable.
British patriotism has been
discouraged by the political
You have given us an IDEAL.
elite, its expression sneered Let us examine the legacy
that
you
leave
us,
let
us
recall
Virile creeds for which to
at, and in many cases
what debt of gratitude we
fight, beliefs that are worth
forbidden in the nations
owe politicians. You have
our sacrifice. Your
schools. Britain has
given
us
PROSPERITY.
We
Conservative party has
deliberately sunk herself in
her own esteem, in her own have been taught that all men nothing left to conserve but
are equal. You have made it the profits of alien usury. The
pride. This criminal selfeffacement is at the root of so. To the idle rich you have land it was sworn to protect
the peril of Britain during this added the idle poor. You have has gone to waste. Your
uncertain time. The traitors allowed the craftsmen, who Socialist Party has forgotten
took pride in their work, to
its socialist roots. The once
who gamble for their own
hand in politics who put the become as unfamiliar with toil great Liberal Party reduced
through its lies to fringe
outworn cry of party before as the political elite of
status. You have been
the war cry of Country have Westminster. But you have
added the extra insult of
constant in only one thing,
much to answer for.
denying them the very means your materialism. Whether it
If it is possible to pierce for by which to live, you have not is the materialism of the
money lender or the
one moment the thick hide of merely thrown them out of
materialism of Marx, it must
your hypocrisy, this broadcast work you have imported
will have served its purpose. cheap labour to replace them, clash with any creed that
rates the worker as higher
An appeal to ideas, a plea in you have denied them the
right to work, the right to
than a mere cog in the
the cause of justice and
industrial machine.
common-sense would leave human dignity.
you unmoved. But a threat to
You have given us JUSTICE. And now realising that a new
your own precious skin will
earn an immediate response. You have taught us it is right generation of voters
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constitute a threat to your
system you are prepared to
go to any length to shore up
its collapse. You appease our
enemy while oppressing
British Patriots, and to advert
the end of your reign you are
even willing to once again
send our people into the hell
of another European war.

Local elections

I have long held an interest in
fascism for many years. I
have become increasingly
Regional Officers check list for
disenchanted with traditional
members standing as
party politics and watched
Independent candidates in
with growing horror the rise
coming elections,
of a generation of weak,
ignorant and clearly deluded
1/ Select ward.
"social justice warriors"
I can't just sit and watch
2/ Select candidates.
anymore. Though poor health
But you are too late; the
stops me from doing very
3/
Allocate
personnel.
generation reared on
much I believe I need to
disillusion that has learnt to
make a stand and support a
distrust everything has also 4/ Allocate funds.
movement that may go some
learnt to distrust the political
way towards saving our
class. The workers you have 5/ Prepare election
country.
address and other
sought to divide will come
together with the purpose of printed matter.
Martin Cooke
destroying you. The men on
the dole, the men sweating in 6/ Envelope addressing.
industrial hell holes on
NBU MEETING
7/ Prepare list of
minimum wages, the men
fighting your illegal wars, the meeting rooms.
NBU South East Officer Terry
men who have seen this
Mayers is organising a get
country sink into a
8/ Prepare an outline of together for all members in
multicultural morass of crime campaign meetings
his region, members from
and hatred. In trying to
indoors and outdoors. other regions will be more
deceive us you have deceived
than welcome to attend.
yourselves. The war you are 9/ Obtain maps of ward.
interested in us fighting is not
The meeting will be held next
the war we want to fight; it is 10/ Prepare all leaflets month
a war against you and the
and posters etc.
system you stand for, a
please contact
Responsibility
disciplined insurrection, it is
the British Fascist
terry.mayers1@aol.com
revolutionary war that we
intend to wage. People not
for full info.
politicians will change this
country.

Gary Raikes
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BOOK REVIEW

British streets to fight for
peace and prosperity through
Mosley’s policies of a high
wage economy, economic
autarky, a Corporate State and no more wars unless
Britain was attacked.

This brought him into daily
conflict with communists,
democratic socialists and
capitalist supporters. But he
remained true to what he
believed in and in 1940 paid
for it with imprisonment
without charge or trial under
Essays on Fascism by
the infamous Defence
Oswald Mosley, Benito
Richard Reynell Bellamy was Regulation 18B.
Mussolini, Giovanni Gentile,
brought up in the aftermath
In the course of his political and Alfredo Rocco.
of the Great War of 1914“The Ideology of Fascism”
odyssey Bellamy, came to
1918. For many years
afterwards, men with severe know just about every British was written by Oswald
disabilities and disfigurements Blackshirt worth knowing and Mosley in 1967 and provides
were a common sight on the attended all the major Leader a post WW2 analysis of the
streets of Britain: the result of meetings and many local onesstrengths and weaknesses of
Fascism as a political doctrine,
besides.
injuries sustained in the
and utilising its strengths
carnage of the trenches.
Towards the end of his life, at proposes a United Europe, in
Long before the Great
Oswald Mosley’s request, he union with science, as a prime
Depression of 1931 the
wrote it all down for posterity requirement for the 21st
pinched faces of hungry
children told of widespread - providing this unique inside Century.
poverty in northern industrial story of the British Union of “The Doctrine of Fascism”
was written by Benito
towns in what was the richest Fascists.
Mussolini and the Italian
Empire the world had ever
140mm x 216 mm- Illustrated philosopher Giovanni Gentile.
seen. The jobs of their
- Gloss Laminated - 310
A key concept of which was
parents had long ago passed
Pages
that fascism was a rejection
to the cheap sweated labour
of previous models: “If the
countries of Asia and
19th century was the century
elsewhere.
of the individual we are free
Bellamy was not one to
to believe that this is the
grumble in the comfort of an
‘collective’ century, and
armchair and leave the
therefore the century of the
solution to others. He joined
State”.
the Blackshirts almost at the
Giovanni Gentile was inspired
start and went out onto
by Italian intellectuals such as
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Mazzini, Rosmini, Gioberti,
to make good, not just
celebrity. Those that make
and Spaventa from whom he financially, but philosophically. these accusations deserve to
developed the idea of “self- The age in which we live will be told that they are
construction”, but also was
go down in history as the age hypocrites looking round for
strongly influenced by the
which had the folly to permit excuses for their own past
German idealist and
the greatest number of willing seductions and
materialist schools of thought young workers to rot away in incompetencies.
— namely Marx, Hegel,
unwilling idleness.
Fichte, and Nietzsche. Gentile
And where is the evidence
was described by Mussolini, I fail to see any real and
that youth is unambitious? Or
as ‘the philosopher of
dangerous signs of the often that it is irresponsible? The
Fascism’.
mentioned demoralisation of complete answer to such a
Alfredo Rocco developed the youth. But I do see clearly
charge is to be found in the
economic and political theory and unmistakably ghastly
fact that, not withstanding
of corporatism which would signs and evidence of youth's the terrible period of austerity
become part of the Fascist
starvation. Youth is rarely put that we are going through,
Manifesto of the National
on a pedestal except at such this nation of ours has kept
Fascist Party. Rocco
times as it is being murdered its head and heart in the right
denounced the European
and mangled and maimed.
places. If youth had been
powers for imposing foreign When a nation really is up
only half as bad as it has
culture on Italy and criticized against it, when in other
been made out to be it would
the European powers for
words, a country is fighting be impossible to strike a
endorsing too much liberalism for its life, our elders see in optimistic note or utter a
and individualism. The Fascist the destruction of youth their word of hope for the future.
Manifesto was endorsed by a own possible salvation.
large number of intellectuals,
The grand army of today’s
and writers, including Luigi
Those that think and say the youth is as good as the youth
Pirandello, Gabriele
vilest things about modern
of yesterday or the day
D’Annunzio, Filippo Tommaso youth are the very people
before. But unfortunately it
Marinetti and Giuseppe
who, when their own skins
isn’t as lucky, except in the
Ungaretti.
are in danger, pay lip service sense that though its
to youths heroism and self
difficulties and problems are
These books and many more sacrifice. There are plenty of almost unthinkably
are available from Blackhouse people who are willing to give perplexing, its courage and
Publishing
youth a chance of proving its fortitude are big enough and
https://www.blackhouse worthiness to die, who would strong enough to carry it to
publishing.com/
not lift a finger to provide
victory.
youth with an opportunity of
NBU The natural party of proving its worthiness to live. Fascism is a revolution of the
young against the out-dated
youth
What are the sins of which
thinking of the old, New
The nations youth is that part today’s youth are supposed to British Union is the natural
be guilty of? Frivolity, lack of home for our young people
of it which is still making
ambition and discipline, sport- for we are both the future of
desperate attempt to find
security of occupation and is mania, irresponsibility lack of Britain.
preoccupied with the struggle 'guts' and an obsession with Gary Raikes
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NBU APPEAL

Please donate whatever you
can afford, if possible, to
Dear comrade,
enable us to take another
giant step forward, every
Membership continues to
pound is another nail in the
grow quickly as does the
requests for information. It is political elites coffin.
our wish to produce a hard
copy of the first twelve issues Thank you
of The Blackshirt edited into a
Gary Raikes
single volume, a glossy
coloured magazine style that
can be handed out across the http://newbritishunion.co.uk/
propaganda-appeal.html
country. We will also post
copies out to all members of
the House of Lords and 'right
wing' politicians along with
over 500 media contacts.
To do this we need to raise
funds, I know how difficult it
can be to be an active
member of NBU with work
and family commitments etc
but this is a chance for all to
help.

Notice is hereby
given
of the first
Jonathan Bowden
dinner

who will no doubt update us
on the progress of the
biography,
Mr. Michael Woodbridge,
the Chairman of the Jonathan
Bowden Society.

In order to find an
appropriately sized venue,
please let me know if you
are at all interested in
attending,
steadsteadman@hotmail.c
om

This dinner will be eaten on
the eve of the next London
Forum, which will
convene around lunchtime
on the 27th, when, in addition
to the egregiously erudite and
eloquent speaker cited
above, it will be
our pleasure to host

Friday the 26th of May
A small donation from as
2017
many members as possible
in
will make this possible I don't
London
Dr. Tomas Sunič,
like to ask for money but the
vast increase in interest in
Speakers to include:
Dr. George Whale,
NBU over the first two
months of this year has been
A man of egregious erudition
A mystery guest from
staggering, it is a case of
and
eloquence,
Eastern Europe,
strike when the iron is hot.
who for discretion's sake must
and
remain unnamed,
Millennial Woes,
I have been attending
in his first public speaking
meetings all over the UK and
Mr.
Adam
Wallace,
engagement in Britain.
will carry on through the year,
of the eponymous Youtube
a glossy magazine will be a
channel and WestCoast
(We are considering
really
Reactionaries,
offering a combined ticket
to both events at a
useful propaganda tool to
Mr.
Alex
Kurtagic
reduced rate)
help me take our message to
the people.
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